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UPDATE
I am still in Kona Hawaii, I will be leaving at the end of this month to the “Dominican Republic“.
I have been learning many things and thinking deeper about certain subjects that I haven’t
really thought of before! We have learnt also new dances that are part of our show which we
will perform at the base before we leave! We have been trying costumes and we have been
also reading a book called “The Common Rule” by Justin Whitmel Earley. It’s a really nice book,
it’s about habits forming us more that we form them, not to let them take over and take
control!
I’ve had the privilege of exploring some of the island, i have been able to go to Hapuna Beach,
the Coffee Shack, Kailua pear, Magic’s sand beach, Pololu valley, mud lane, Hōnaunau National
Park and will visit Hilo sometime before we leave the island! It’s been such a blessing being
able to go to all these places.
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Performing Arts DTS
GIOELAS DTS UPDATE

My DTS GROUP

IT WAS A CRAZT
CUTE HAIR DAY!

Topics and what i have learned from each of them
Week4: NEW TESTAMENT
~to be faithful to the call that God gives us, it cannot be secondary it’s has to be 1rst
~to not strive for more love, but to strive for more passion towards him!
~faithfulness is the most important thing
~we also learned about the Jewish cultur, Roman Empire and messianic expectations!
~ we learned more about the gospel; we learned how to identify certain things to be able to understand each and
every one of them!
~ we learned about baptism and temptation and why Jesus got baptized, the reason behind why he did it and
what that represented.
~ that we always have to be intentional
~ blessed happy
~ we saw how the church grew during persecution when it wasn’t allowed to be one, but when it was legal there
were was less Christians!
~ we discussed about the crusifixion of jesus
and much moreee. I learned sooo much this week I write down so many things!
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Week5: Body, mind soul and spirit
~ that I have to depend on the HOLY SPIRIT (the helper)
~ that their is only 3 voices (holy spirit, me and the enemy)
~ be open to the Holy Spirit
week6: Fathers heart
~ learned about the proper way of a loving confrontation
~ and then had some healing about the past
week7: worship
~ God can use your body to speak to others and get to their hearts
~ what bowing down really meant
~ the Bible says to sings to others
~ accept other ways of worship, be an explorer in worship
~ don’t put God in a box
~ how you worship is how you think God is
~ when a gift is free it can’t be stolen
~ if you are fascinated by Jesus everything will always be a way better and happy moments will come!
~ a simple act of obedience will impact others in just another way that you wouldn’t have thought!
~ his blood our story
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OUTREACH
FINANCES
Thank you to all who are helping me out through

Donation Information

this journey, I really appreciate it!
For an online tax deductible donation through
We are officially heading to the Dominican

YWAM San Jose Costa Rica(fill out account

Republic for 3 months we will be leaving by the

number CG100):

end of March! My fees have to be fully paid by the
3rd week of March which is the 15th to the 19th of
March.
~My first goal from my previous newsletter has
been finished successfull!!
~Now I need to accomplish my second goal
which is $1,600 , which it includes my final fee for
outreach and my ticket back home!

https://ywamsj.givingfuel.com/staff-support

